Abstract-Effectively ranking patents in outlierness in a patent citation network is a crucial task for patent analysis, including as it relates to technological opportunity discovery (TOD). Previous studies in the area of TOD focus on patent textual data. In this paper, we introduce a new approach that addresses TOD via patent outlierness, leveraging both patent attributes and citations. We propose the following characteristics for patent outliers: 1) not highly clustered with other patents; 2) low node centrality within the citation network; and 3) low similarity to other patents in the network. Existing outlier ranking approaches have the drawback of not leveraging the unique characteristics of attributed patent citation networks. We propose new outlier ranking methods developed specifically for patents in attributed patent citation networks. Attribute data independently describe a patent, while citation network data relate patents to each other, thus capturing patent outlierness from two different aspects. The contributions of this paper are, given an attributed patent citation network: 1) patent clustering algorithm, and 2) method for scoring and ranking patents in outlierness. Developed methods are validated using artificial datasets. Proposed outlier ranking methods are evaluated using U.S. patents in the area of digital information and security.
technological literature such as patents and research and development publications [1] . Patent analysis is a particularly effective approach for detecting technology trends [2] , [3] . Patent databases have been employed as a source of information for discovering technology opportunities [4] [5] [6] . It is important to analyze the patent citation network (PCN) to gain an understanding of past, current, and possible future technological trends [7] [8] [9] . Outlier detection has been used to identify new technological opportunities using semantic patent analysis [10] . Identified outlier patents serve as a starting point to evaluate possible new areas of technological opportunity.
Quickly analyzing patents to find outlier patents or groups of patents in a PCN provides business advantages [11] , [12] . Most new patents are related to previous works in some way. The relatedness between patents is captured by a patent's citation of a previous work, and can be thought of as an extension of the previous work(s). Taken all together, patents and the citation links between them can be represented in a PCN. Additionally, individual patents within the PCN also contain rich information that describes their individual characteristics.
In recent years, there has been an emphasis on analyzing data from various domains using graph theoretical methods [13] , [14] . Graph-based data mining approaches attempt to analyze data that can be represented in a graph, consisting of nodes and edges. While there has been much work on graph-based data mining [15] [16] [17] [18] , there is still much room for contribution in the area of graph-based outlier ranking and detection.
Outlier detection, or anomaly detection, has to do with identifying entities that are unusual or that deviate from the rest of the dataset [19] , [20] . This is an important research topic that has been researched within diverse areas and application domains [20] [21] [22] [23] . Many anomaly detection techniques have been specifically developed for certain application domains, while others are more generic [24] . The goal of graph outlier ranking is to score and rank objects to the degree that they differ from the majority of dataset in the graph data. That is, node relationship data are analyzed to identify interesting or exceptional objects. From an abstract level, an anomaly or outlier is defined as an object that does not conform to the expected normal behavior. A basic anomaly detection approach, then, is to define a region or characteristic representing normal and identify any observation in the data that does not belong to this normal region as an anomaly [24] .
Anomaly detection methods can be classified based on design principles, such as those based on graph communities, graph compression, graph decomposition, distance metrics, and probabilistic modeling of graph features [23] . For an extensive survey of anomaly detection, see [24] . This reference contains a systematic review of anomaly detection techniques and demonstrates an opportunity for research contribution via techniques that simultaneously utilize graph structure data and node attribute data. For an extensive survey on anomaly detection in time-evolving networks, covering anomalous nodes, edges, subgraphs, and events, see [23] . This reference additionally serves to introduce types of anomalies or outliers that occur specifically in a graph data, such as anomalous nodes, with which this paper is concerned.
Applications of graph outlier ranking include credit card fraud detection, computer network security and intrusion detection, identifying exceptionally cross-disciplinary authors in authorpaper networks, virus detection in a computer network, detecting fraudulent financial transaction, detecting abusive users in a communication or online social network, etc. [24] [25] [26] . For example, in a computer network, it is critical to track the spread of diseases in the form of viruses and worms spreading from host to host [22] . Affected machines may exhibit slightly anomalous behavior, such as a loss of performance or violations of specific policies, which may be hard to detect on the basis of an individual machine, but may be apparent when the communication graph structure is analyzed. While anomaly detection in graphs has been studied for some time, anomaly detection in attributed graphs is a newer research topic with less existing research, and to the best of our knowledge, anomaly detection in attributed PCNs has not yet been studied.
An outlier node in a PCN corresponds to a patent that is somehow different from other patents in the network. For example, a patent itself may deal with an innovation that bridges multiple technology areas, such as automotive and metal alloys. A citation between a patent pair is represented by a directed edge (i.e., arc). An outlier citation corresponds to a patent citation that links two patents that we would not expect to be linked, given the rest of the PCN. For example, an outlier edge may be a medical patent that cites a patent in the area of computer networking. Clusters of outlier nodes represent a subgraph of nodes that are different from the majority of the graph [16] . A cluster outlier corresponds to a subgraph that is different from the majority of the PCN, which indicates an unusual patent group relative to the surrounding patents in the PCN.
In general, outlier ranking in PCNs corresponds to identifying exceptional 1) nodes; 2) edges; or 3) clusters (or subgraphs). Detection of an anomalous cluster of nodes in a network is a different and more recent research topic [22] , [27] , [28] , and may be a sign of a technology shift. In this paper, we focus on ranking nodes in outlierness.
Patent datasets are rich with information that is carefully assembled. Attributed PCN data contain both graph structure data and object attribute data. Graph structure data in the form of citations made and received are carefully considered by patent writers. Patent attributes such as classification codes are specifically assigned based on the nature of the technology. Traditional outlier ranking techniques typically focus on either homogeneous vector data or on graph structures. However, many recent complex applications contain both types of data: multidimensional numeric and/or categorical information and relations between objects in attributed graphs. An open challenge is how outlier ranking should handle these different data types in a unified or integrated fashion. To the best knowledge of the authors of this article, there is currently no work on patent citation network outlier detection that considers attributes in patent citation network, in addition to the citation network structure. This paper proposes new methods for the ranking of outlier patents within PCNs represented by attributed graphs.
In this paper, we propose the following characteristics for outlier nodes in graphs. First, an outlier node is not highly clustered with other nodes (based on node attributes and graph structure). That is, a node should be considered more regular, the more it can be clustered with other nodes in the network. For this reason, this paper will also address the patent clustering problem. Second, an outlier node has low node centrality within the network. Since centrality is a measure of importance or cohesiveness of a node to the network which it belongs, a highly central node should not be considered as an outlier node. Finally, low similarity to other nodes in the network, based on graph structure, is a characteristic of an outlier node. If a node is similar to other nodes in the network, then it should not be considered as an outlier. We will use these three characteristics in our proposed outlier score functions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background on outlier node detection in graph data. Section III presents a new subspace clustering algorithm for patents in an attributed PCN. Section IV presents the new node outlier scoring functions considering both graph structure and attribute data of a PCN. Section V presents a data description for the artificial and real-life data used in experiments, along with experimental results for outlier ranking in PCNs data. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and presents future research plans.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide background on patent analysis, basic information about characteristics of PCNs, and a literature review of some existing outlier node ranking methods. We review both graph-based approaches, as well as integrated attribute and graph-based outlier ranking algorithms, with the research question in mind: How do existing graph-based anomaly detection approaches apply to the unique characteristics of PCN datasets for the purpose of opportunity discovery?
A. Patent Analysis
Two main types of data can be obtained from patent databases: 1) textual data, such as classification codes, abstract, description, and claims, and 2) the PCN, which describes the citation relationships among different patents. The detection of important technological domains may be achieved via text-mining techniques applied to patent textual data [29] , as well the identification of emerging technologies [30] , [31] , of their properties, and of the relationships between them [3] , [32] . In the recent years, researchers have devised various approaches for technology opportunity discovery (TOD) through the analysis of patent textual data. For example, Yoon and Kim [10] proposed an outlier detection approach based on semantic similarity between patents. Other approaches used patent keywords to reveal undeveloped technological areas [5] , [33] , [34] .
A PCN can be viewed as a graph, whose nodes represent patents and directed arcs represent citations between patents. PCNs allow one to identify technological interactions and advancements among patents. A significant amount of work has been devoted to the development of methods that use patent citation data for identifying the most influential patents in various technology areas [35] [36] [37] , including as it related to the determinants of citations [38] . Patent citation data have also been employed for estimation of technology lifetime [39] , [40] . We extend existing patent analysis research by ranking patents in outlierness, with the outlier patents identifying possible areas of technology innovation.
B. Characteristics of PCNs
PCNs have specific characteristics. For example, graph structure contains important citation relationship information among patents. Additionally, patents (nodes) can be seen as individual objects described by carefully assigned multivariate attribute data. The rich combination of these data types is called attributed graphs or information networks. For this specialized data, there are very few methods for graph outlier detection, in general. To the best knowledge of the authors of this article, there is currently no existing approach for node outlier ranking that considers both graph structure and attribute data for patents in PCN.
Attributed graphs, also called information networks, contain additional data to the usual G := (V, E) graph data. In the attributed graph data, nodes are individual objects. In our case, a node represents an individual patent in a PCN. The difference from traditional graph data is that nodes are described by multivariate attribute data. Edges between nodes still signify some relationship between the nodes. For example, in a PCN, edges may represent citations among patents. See Fig. 1 for an example attributed graph for patent data.
C. Node Outlier Ranking Methods
In this section, we review relevant graph-based node outlier ranking methods. Xu et al. present a method of network clustering, or graph partitioning, called structural clustering algorithm for networks in order to discover structures in networks [16] . In particular, this paper attempts to distinguish roles of nodes. In addition to partitioning the network, the method also identifies two types of nodes that have a unique role within the network: hubs, which bridge more than one cluster, and outliers, which are marginally connected to a single cluster. Moonesinghe and Tan present a stochastic graph-based algorithm, called OutRank for detecting outlying objects [41] . The main idea of this approach is to represent the underlying dataset as a weighted undirected graph, where each node represents an object and each weighted edge represents the similarity between objects. By transforming the edge weights into transition probabilities, the approach models the system as a Markov chain, and finds the dominant eigenvector of the transition probability matrix. The values in the eigenvector are then used to determine the outlierness of each object. Akoglu et al. presented a method for the identification of outliers called OddBall [42] . Outliers are identified using their neighborhoods, that is, a sphere, or a ball that surrounds the node (hence the name OddBall). The goal is to spot strange nodes in a graph with weighted edges. The proposed methods uses egonets, which are the induced subgraph of the node of interest and its neighbors, and gives a set of numerical features for egonets. To identify outliers, the methods use patterns that egonets follow, such as patterns in density, weights, principal eigenvalues, and ranks.
D. Graph Structure and Node Attribute-Based Node Outlier Ranking Methods
In 2015, an extensive survey of graph-based anomaly detection techniques was presented by Akoglu et al. [43] , which included a survey of graph-based techniques for attributed graphs. Detection of an anomalous cluster of nodes, or substructure, in a network is a different research topic than addressed in this paper, and the SUBDUE methods were proposed in [27] and [28] to address that research problem. Most recently, Perozzi et al. [44] proposed FocusCO, which are the methods of node clustering and outlier detection in graphs, based on user input for the relevance of attributes. To the best knowledge of the authors of this article, there are currently only two existing approaches for identifying outlier nodes in graphs, based on both node attributes and graph structure that do not require user input on the relevance of attributes or nodes. Goa et al. present a method for the identification of community outliers called CODA [45] . This approach addresses a different problem from the problem we are addressing, since their goal is to find the outlier within a given community, not in the context of the entire graph. The GOutRank approach from 2013 [46] handles such attributed graph datasets by combining the outlier scoring. The approach first uses a subspace cluster result of the attributed graph data, which in this case is allowed to have cluster overlap, in that a node may belong to more than one cluster. A subspace clustering result in an attributed graph is a set of subspace clusters Res = {(C 1 , S 1 ), . . . , (C n , S n )}, where C i ⊂ V is a densely connected subgraph with high attribute similarity in the subspace S i ⊂ A, where A is the set of all attributes.
Muller et al. present an approach for outlier ranking using subspaces of attributed graphs called GOutRank [46] . Subspaces are subsets of the attribute space, as opposed to the full feature space. The method, GOutRank, introduces a methodology for scoring and ranking nodes of a graph by deviation in both graph and attribute properties.
Degree centrality and eigenvector centrality were presented as example centrality measures. Eigenvector centrality is not a useful centrality measure for acyclic networks, such as PCNs, because all nodes will have centrality zero [47] , so we focus our analysis on degree centrality. The outlier score function for node o with node degree centrality scoring is defined as
where |C| is the number of objects in cluster C, and |S| is the number of attributes used to define the subspace; C max is the maximum cluster size in Res, and S max the maximal dimensionality of all subspace clusters in Res. deg max is the maximum degree for all nodes in the overall network. The third term in the formulation considers the graph properties of each node. Specifically, the term considers degree, or number of connected edges, for node o, deg(o). We note that this value only considers the direct neighbors of a node and does not consider any indirect link information.
E. Subspace Clustering for Outlier Detection
Combined object attribute and graph structure clustering approaches have been introduced [48] . Approaches detect densely connected node sets within a large graph that also show high similarity according to their attribute values. Depending on the attribute set, it may be that full-space clustering leads to uninformative clustering results. For this reason, subspace clustering was introduced to identify locally relevant subsets of attributes for each cluster. The goal of the existing model, called GAMER, is to confine the clustering to a manageable size of only the most interesting clusters, and was not originally developed for node (or patent) outlier ranking.
GAMER is composed of the following six steps.
Step 1: Find subspace clusters considering object attribute values. Consider all possible combinations of attribute subspaces and all vector combinations. For node combinations, there will be a total of 2 N − 1, where N is the number of nodes in the graph. For attribute subspaces, there will be a total of 2 d − 1, where d is the number of attributes for the overall dataset. A subspace cluster is a set of objects with a set of relevant dimensions, where within the relevant dimensions, the variation of the objects' attribute values is restricted to a maximal width w. Given a set of vectors X ⊆ R d and given a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim, choose the subspace cluster pair (X i , S i ) that meets the following two conditions:
Step 2: Calculate the density of resulting quasi-clique that is given by
, where deg O (n) is the degree of node n within the set O. Step 3: Find twofold clusters that satisfy the following three requirements: |S| ≥ S min ; γ(O) ≥ γ min ; and |O| ≥ n min .
Step 4: Calculate the quality of a twofold cluster that is given by
Step 5: Remove redundant subspace clusters that provide little information.
Step 6: Find the optimal twofold clustering set Result ⊆ Clusters that satisfies the redundancy free and maximality requirements. When we apply GAMER to PCN datasets, we identified the following two drawbacks. First, for sparse data, a subspace cluster is identified in the case where one patent has attribute value 0 and another patent has less than or equal to specified threshold w. The drawback results from the attribute similarity measure by simply checking the absolute value of the difference of the node attributes. This means patents with no subclasses and patents with a small number of subclasses can be clustered together. Second, the GAMER algorithm only considers direct links between objects for its graph connectivity measure, when the minimum node degree among nodes in a cluster is used.
III. NEW SUBSPACE CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR PATENTS
IN A PCN Subspace clustering will be based on patent attributes and graph connectivity. See the attributes shown in Table I for example. An example of the key subspace clustering idea is as follows. Class A and Class D values for Patent 1 and Patent 3 are similar and nonzero, indicating that they have similar combination of technology, while Patent 2 has value 0 for both of those classes, thus we are able to distinguish Patent 2 as not belonging to the same subspace cluster, giving Patent 2 a higher outlier score. Consider the class examples: Class A: Encryption; Class B: Databases; Class C: Programming languages; and Class D: Computer hardware. We can cluster Patent 1 and Patent 3 as patents related to hardware encryption, while Patent 2 is related to databases, and is not in that same cluster. If Patent 2 is not highly clustered with other nodes in the network, it is more likely to be an outlier, using our proposed score function.
The high-level steps for our proposed patent clustering for outlier ranking (PCOR) are as follows:
Step 1: Find subspace clusters based only on object attributes: include in set STEP_1_CLUSTERS only clusters that satisfy attribute criteria.
Step 2: Evaluate each cluster in set STEP_1_CLUSTERS, considering only on graph connectivity of the cluster: include in set STEP_2_CLUSTERS only those clusters in STEP_1_CLUSTERS that satisfy graph connectivity criteria.
The proposed algorithm works by first clustering nodes based on attribute values, and then possibly eliminating some of those clusters based on the graph connectivity requirement. In Step 1, we consider that the PCN attribute data are sparse data, and avoid clustering patents based on zero-value attributes. This reduces the number of uninformative clusters that result using existing approaches. In Step 2, we consider how well clusters from Step 1 are connected by considering the direct and indirect links among nodes within a subspace cluster. This approach is an improvement over the existing approach since it is a clusterbased measure, rather than a node-based measure. That is, the links of the entire cluster are considered, not just the direct links of the least well-connected node.
Step
1: Find subspace clusters based only on object attribute values
We again consider all possible combinations of attribute subspaces and all vector combinations. A subspace cluster is a set of objects with a set of relevant dimensions, where within the relevant dimensions, the relationship of the objects' attribute values is restricted to a quotient greater than or equal to q min . Given a set of vectors X ⊆ N d and given a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim, the pair (X i , S i ) is a candidate subspace cluster in PCOR, if it meets the following three conditions:
Step 2: Calculate graph connectivity of resulting subspace clusters from Step 1 After obtaining the set of subspace clusters based only on attribute data STEP_1_CLUSTERS, check the direct and indirect links among objects within the cluster. I M (o n,i ) is the level-M node-cluster indirect link measure for object o n,i , which is node n in subspace cluster i, and is given by
is the rth power of symmetric adjacency matrix for objects within subspace cluster i, M is the maximum desired length of indirect path between two nodes within the subspace cluster to be considered, and N is the number of nodes in PCN. If node p is not in this cluster, then the pth row and pth column of the original adjacency matrix are 0 vectors in A X i . In order for a pair (X i , S i ) to be in STEP_2_CLUSTERS, it must meet the connectivity requirement, c(
is the node-cluster indirect link value for subspace cluster i, and |X i | is the number of nodes in subspace cluster i. FINAL_CLUSTERS = { (C 1 , S 1 ) . . . (C n , S n )} are the clusters that meet criteria in
Step 1 and Step 2. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
A. Subspace Clustering Numerical Example
In this section, we present a numerical example for our proposed subspace clustering algorithm PCOR, and compare it to the state-of-the-art GAMER algorithm. The attributed graph 
used as an input for this numerical example is seen in Fig. 1 . Parameters for both the proposed subspace clustering algorithm PCOR and the existing GAMER algorithm are given in Table II . Note that PCOR has some similar parameters to GAMER, but fewer overall parameters. A comparison of final subspace clustering results is shown in Table III .
IV. NEW NODE OUTLIER RANKING METHODS FOR PCNS
Most of existing node outlier ranking methods focus strictly on graph structure. They do not simultaneously consider both patent attribute data and graph structure data. Graph structurebased models have the drawback of not considering the important characteristics of PCN data such as co-citation relationships and the node similarity that can be mined from those relationships. Another drawback is that to date, to the best knowledge of the authors of this article, no approach has been developed specifically for PCNs. Due to these drawbacks, the outlier detection problem in PCN data has much opportunity for contribution. In this section, we present the new node outlier ranking method for PCNs that uses both graph structure and node attributes. For subspace clustering in PCNs, we define new attribute similarity and graph connectivity criteria. Our approach allows for nodes in the same cluster to be distinguished in outlierness. We are better able to quantify nodes' regularity by considering the attributes that describe nodes. We also consider the distance of an object from the center of the cluster to which it belongs. Existing graph structure-based approaches only use direct neighbor information, and do not consider indirect node relationships. Our approach uses a similarity matrix, which is constructed from the adjacency matrix, but considers multi-stage indirect co-citations between pairs of patents. The similarity measure results provide more information on the relationship for a node to the other nodes in the graph to which it belongs than using only adjacency information.
A. Integrated Graph Structure-Based and Node Attribute Model
In this section, we present the score function for the combined outlier score, starting with the weighted subspace clustering and moving to the graph-based contribution. The proposed outlier scoring function considers the outlier score based on subspace clustering and on graph structure. The proposed general integrated outlier score for patent o is given by
where w C is the weight given to the cluster-based outlier score, OS C (o) is the cluster-based outlier score for object o, w G is the weight given to the graph-based outlier score, and OS G (o) is the graph-based outlier score for object o.
Our proposed integrated outlier rank score for patent o, OS I (o), will be given by a weighted combination of clustering and graph structure outlier scores. For the clustering outlier score, we use our proposed subspace clustering algorithm that was presented above. In addition, we consider the distance of an object from the center of the cluster to which it belongs so that outlierness of nodes belonging to the same cluster can be distinguished. We call this contribution weighted subspace clustering. For the graph structure-based method, we use a node's centrality and a node's similarity to the other nodes in the network to quantify outlierness.
B. Weighted Subspace Clustering
We propose the following score function for the outlier score of object o that considers the all subspace clusters in the set FINAL_CLUSTERS from Algorithm 1 to which the object belongs:
where I(o ∈ C i ) is an indicator function such that I(o ∈ C i ) = 1 if object o is in cluster C i , and I(o ∈ C i ) = 0, otherwise. We extend the idea of an object belonging to a cluster to consider the distance of an object to the center of the cluster to which it belongs by introducing the term w o i :
where w o i considers the distance between object and the center of the subspace cluster to which it belongs (based on node attribute values), and is the weight given to object o belonging to cluster C i (a function of distance from object o to the center of cluster C i ), and d
is the actual distance of object o to the center of cluster C i .
We use a point-cluster distance measure to measure the distance between an object and the center of the cluster(s) that to which it belongs. The Euclidian distance between an object and for (∀i ∈ attribute-based clusters set STEP_1_CLUSTERS) do 18:
<calculate cluster graph connectivity using indirect links> 19:
for (∀n ∈ nodes in this ith subspace cluster) do 20:
<calculate connectivity for object o n,i in this cluster> 21: where n = |C i | and where μ i is the mean of points in the cluster C i . In order to give a lower regularity score to the nodes that are farther from the center of the cluster(s) to which it belongs, and a greater score to those nodes that are closer to the center of the cluster(s) to which they belong, we have w
o C i so that the greater the distance from an object to the center of a cluster, the less the weight for object o in cluster C i .
In Fig. 2 , clusters C 1 and C 2 arise from the same attribute subspace, while clusters C 3 and C 4 each arise from their respective attribute subspace. The axis labels indicate the relevant attribute subspace utilized. In this figure, we show two dimensions for ease of viewing. The idea can be expanded to n dimensions. We use the cluster-based method developed in this section for our integrated outlier ranking formulation so that
The second portion of the score function will build on score C (o) score function, and integrates a graph structure-based outlier score from Section IV-C. Again, we consider objects in the set of subspace clusters, FINAL_CLUSTERS, from Algorithm 1. The integrated score function is given as follows:
where w C and w G are the weights for the cluster-based term and the graph structure-based term, respectively. The graph structure-based outlier score is given in the next section.
C. Graph Structure-Based Methods
A node in a network should not be considered an outlier if it is central to the network, or if it is similar to other nodes in the network. Our proposed graph-based outlier score leverages both of these aspects by combining a centrality score and a similarity score in the outlier score function, which is given by 
c(o)
, where A is the adjacency matrix and C is the normalized multi-stage co-citation similarity matrix, where the similarity between nodes x and y is given by [49] 
The normalized graph-based outlier score is given by
, where c max is the maximum graph score for any object in the network.
In this way, our outlier score function considers the similarity of patents using indirect links and the co-citation relationship, which is of high importance in PCNs. The combination of our proposed approaches is seen in Fig. 3 , which shows a flowchart of the entire outlier score process.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results based on three artificial datasets and one real-life U.S. PCN dataset in the area of digital information and security. We use the small artificial datasets to demonstrate the working of our approach. The first artificial dataset is a small attributed graph that mimics a reallife PCN. The second artificial dataset is a subspace clustering result for an attributed graph to demonstrate contribution of the weighted subspace clustering approach. The third artificial dataset contains only graph structure data and highlights the graph-based portion of our outlier score function contribution. In the latter part of this section, we will present results based on a real-life dataset of the U.S. patents, and explore why each of the identified outliers should be identified as such.
A. Data Description
In this paper, we use the USPTO U.S. class codes for attributes to describe the patents (nodes) in the network. Values for the class code attributes then will be the total number of subclass codes for that class. This will be the entirety of the vector data used in our paper going forward. We will demonstrate the patent attribute data extraction from this type of raw class/subclass data to the final multivariate attribute data. Based on this subclass 1  3rd tied  3rd  -2  1st tied  2nd  -3  3rd tied  5th  -4  1st tied  6th  -5  3rd tied  4th  -6 3rd tied (Node 6 not an outlier) 1st (Node 6 is the outlier) Yes count attribute vector data, outlier patent may be one of the following: 1) belong to different technology area than rest of dataset; 2) focused in narrow technology area (high count of subclasses within one/few classes); 3) spread over many technology areas (lower count of subclasses within many classes); 4) contain an unusual combination of technologies.
B. Artificial Dataset 1: 6-Node Attributed PCN
In this dataset, there are six nodes with three attributes describing each node as shown in Fig. 4 . Subspace clustering results for this 6-node PCN dataset was provided in the numerical example, and was summarized in Table III. Table IV provides outlier scores and ranking for artificial dataset 1. Notice in these results that our proposed weighted subspace clustering is able to assign a unique outlier score to each node in the dataset. Also, Node 6 is identified as the outlier, which is validated by both its position in the network and its attribute values, as seen in Fig. 4 .
We compare outlier ranking of our proposed methods with that of the existing GOutRank method. In Table V , an outlier rank of first identifies the node that is most outlier, while outlier rank of sixth identifies the least outlier node (i.e., most regular node). Node 6 has the outlier attribute values and is not well connected to the rest of the PCN. Existing methods do not handle sparse data well, and will cluster Node 6 with other nodes because of the zero attribute value for attribute 3. Our proposed approach overcomes this drawback and will not cluster patents based on zero values in the class code attribute. Additionally, the existing subspace clustering method is not able to distinguish the outlier rank of nodes in the same cluster. For this reason, the existing GOutRank method assigns only two unique outlier scores for this example network (note that we show competition rank in result tables).
For this example, PCN, we provide a "Yes" label, depending on the expected outlierness for each node in the network. That is, if a node clearly is an outlier, we mark it as such. If a node is clearly an outlier, then we mark the Expected Outlier column of Table V with "Yes." If it is unclear whether a node should or should not be an outlier, then we mark the column with a "-."
C. Artificial Dataset 2: 14-Node Attributed PCN
To test our developed weighted subspace clustering method, we will also use the 14-node example citation network seen in Fig. 5 . Note that this is a directed acyclic graph, like the PCNs, we have been working using throughout this paper. In addition to the attributed graph, this example dataset also shows a resulting cluster called C 1 . The reason this dataset provides a cluster is that we can explicitly apply our weighted subspace clustering approach to that cluster. We will use this same clustering result as input to both existing and our outlier score function. Note that the attribute values are different than the ones in our real-life data, but our idea of weighted subspace clustering still holds for this attribute data.
In this experiment, we show the value of the weight term w o i as proposed in (3) . From this point, we work to find the outlier score and ranking for nodes, based on the node attribute values, and the outlier score function. The major drawback of existing subspace clustering scoring is that all objects in a single cluster will have the same outlier score. Given the resulting subspace cluster, using the existing score function for subspace clustering, Node 5 and Node 6 outlier score cannot be differentiated simply because they belong to the same cluster. In order to be able to differentiate outlier scores for nodes in the same cluster, we proposed calculating a weight based on each object's distance to the cluster mean so that objects have unique scores. Using our contribution, Node 5 is nearer to the center of the cluster than Node 6, thus receives a greater weight than Node 6. This weight will then be used as a coefficient in our outlier score function. Node 5 is more central to cluster than Node 6, thus Node 6 is more of an outlier, within the cluster to which it belongs. The weights from Node 1 to Node 14, which is a function of the distance to the center of the cluster to which it belongs, are 0.6924, 0.6149, 0.6370, 0.5953, 0.8878, 0.5566, 0.6447, 0.0000, 0.6257, 0.8255, 0.5755, 0.0000, 0.7891, and 0.0000. Table VI demonstrates the advantage of our weighted subspace clustering. The attribute value-based location (not graph location) of the node within the cluster is shown in Fig. 6 . The smallest weight of 0.5566 is given to Node 6 since it is farthest from the center of the cluster. The greatest weight of 0.8878 is given to Node 5 since it is nearest to the center of the cluster. Based on the subspace clustering result given, Nodes 8, 12, and 14 have rank 1 for outlierness. This ranking is because these nodes do not belong to any cluster in this given example. After those outlier nodes, the existing score function shown in (1) is not able to distinguish outlierness of the remaining nodes. Notice how Nodes 5 and 6 have the same outlier rank in the existing rank column of Table VI (bolded). In contrast, in the proposed rank column, Node 6 is the most outlier among nodes that are in cluster C 1 , and Node 5 is the least outlier among all nodes in the attributed PCN.
D. Artificial Dataset 3: 14-Node PCN
We discuss the general expected outlier ranking of nodes in artificial dataset 3 using the graph structure shown in Fig. 7 . The value of this example network is that we can systematically determine how we expect nodes in the network to be ranked in outlierness. We will present our general expected outlier ranking for this graph, and compare an existing method to the proposed method. As an example, we would not expect Node 4 to be an outlier in this network since it is cited by four other nodes (the most citations in this network) and it cites two other nodes (tied for the most in this network). Node 6 should have the highest outlier rank since it cites only one other patent, and is not itself cited by any patent. We expect Node 1 to have a low outlier rank since it is co-cited with Node 2 at level 0, level 1, and level 2, meaning the two patents are very similar, based on the graph structure. Also, we expect Node 2 to have a low outlier rank since it is the most co-cited throughout the PCN, indicating high similarity or relatedness to other nodes in the network. The major drawback of existing graph-based approaches is that they do not consider indirect link relationships, which contain important information in PCNs. We demonstrate how our methods presented in Section IV-C use the co-citation similarity measure to achieve better outlier ranking results. Table VII shows the node outlier ranking for both existing and proposed approaches. Notice that the existing approach described in (1) cannot distinguish the outlier rank of Nodes 1 and 6 using graph structure, while the proposed approach described in Section IV-C can greatly distinguish outlierness of those nodes.
E. Real-Life PCN
Total PCN data consists of 4142 nodes and 18 385 edges, and form a single connected tree structure. The citation network con- Table VIII shows the top five outlier patents from the actual U.S. patent dataset, based on our proposed contributions. Outlier nodes are correctly characterized by their minimal connection to the rest of the network. Additionally, outlier nodes are characterized by being minimally clustered in the subspace clustering result. Our approach identified patent US-6216183 as the top outlier in our dataset. This patent concerns securing information entered on an input device, which is coupled to a universal serial bus. The outlier rank is justified as this patent is actually not connected to the rest of the network by a citation, and is used as a control for the real-life dataset. A patent that is not connected to the rest of the dataset may indicate the entrance of a technology from a new area. The second ranked outlier patent is US-5930767, which concerns transaction methods, systems, and devices. This patent is found to be an outlier because it contains only three subclasses in a single class, 705, indicating that it is a narrow specialized technology as compared to the other patents in the patent dataset. The third ranked outlier patent is US-6026193, which relates to video steganography. This patent has an unusual combination of class codes: 380, 382, and 386, which concern cryptography, image analysis, and motion video signal processing for recording or reproducing, respectively. This is the only patent in this dataset to have this combination of three class codes. The fourth ranked outlier patent is US-6038564, which concerns a method and apparatus for integrating distributed information. This patent contains five subclasses within class 707, again indicating that it is a specialized technology. This patent deals with programs for ensuring data integrity that is stored distributively in multiple processing devices. Finally, the fifth ranked outlier patent is US-6041412, which deals with apparatus and method for providing access to secured data or area. This patent is minimally connected to the PCN as it makes one citation, and is not itself cited by another patent in our dataset, thus its identification as an outlier.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a new subspace clustering algorithm and new node outlier ranking methods that leverage both node attribute data and graph structure data found in attributed PCNs. The objective of this study is to develop advanced methods for outlier ranking geared specifically toward PCNs to aid in TOD. To this end, we presented patent outlier ranking methods based on PCN data. We cluster patents using a subspace clustering algorithm. Additionally, we consider patent outlierness based on graph structure, leveraging the multi-stage co-citation similarity measure and node centrality. We distinguish the outlierness of nodes belonging to the same cluster by computing the distance of a node to the center of the cluster to which it belongs. The ability to distinguish outlierness of nodes belonging to the same cluster was a major drawback of the existing subspace clustering approaches.
This paper is significant since, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first measure of its type developed specifically for attributed PCNs, and the characteristics of that data type. Theoretical implications of this paper include the notion that patents can be ranked in outlierness, not only from a graph structure context, or only from the context of attributes of the individual patents, but from both contexts in concert, where one considers the relationship among patents, while the other considers patents individually. A practical implication is that the results of applying these algorithms serve as a new starting point for evaluating possible new areas of technological opportunity. Experimental results show that our approaches outperform other state-ofthe-art approaches because of our tailored effort. Although we applied the approaches to PCNs, the developed methods may also be applied to similar types of attributed graph data where the attribute data are sparse, and the co-citation relationship is meaningful.
It is useful to highlight some limitations of this paper. First, while the class and subclass codes utilized in experiments are the official means of classifying patents, there is much additional data in the patent records. Possible future work includes the consideration of text data or categorical data that are a part of a patent record. A second possible future work builds on graphbased models. In Section II of this paper, regarding graph-based outlier approaches, we reviewed works that identify outliers by finding patents that do not belong to any cluster. As stated in [16] , a challenge of this approach is often how to define the neighborhoods based on network structure. We may leverage the co-citation similarity matrix that we developed previously in order to help in defining the network structure. Rather than simply using common neighbors, we may leverage the rich multi-stage co-citation based similarity scores to construct an idea of a logical neighborhood. A third possible future work is to rank outliers in a time-evolving PCN, rather than a static attributed PCN. In this way, we can consider the rate at which direct and indirect citation links are added.
